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Fiber cement siding may look like wood clapboard, but installing 
the material on a home can be a bit different. While many of the 
steps might seem similar, you are working with an entirely different 
product. Fiber cement has its own unique characteristics that must 
be taken into consideration during your do-it-yourself (DIY) project.

If you haven’t already reviewed the prep and waterproofing 
sections of this siding guide, making time to do so before 
beginning your installation is a good idea. When you’re ready to 
start, the first step is gathering your materials and tools.

Fiber cement siding 
installation: DIY tips
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What you’ll need for the project

Homes and situations can vary, but this list of tools and 
materials should be suitable for a standard fiber cement 
siding installation:

•	 Fiber cement siding
•	 Fiber cement trim -- Many homeowners replace wood 

trim, like corner boards, while installing fiber cement 
siding.

•	 Measuring tape
•	 Chalk line and line level
•	 Level -- 2 or 4 foot
•	 Hammer
•	 Cordless or electric drill -- if hand nailing
•	 Siding nails -- They should be galvanized or stainless 

steel and long enough to extend into framing 
members at least 1 1/4 inch.

•	 Speed square -- for cutting panels
•	 Ladders as needed
•	 Circular or table saw -- The saw should have a diamond 
•	 or other type of blade that’s approved for cutting fiber  

cement.
•	 Safety glasses
•	 Air compressor
•	 Pneumatic siding nailer

Cutting fiber cement indoors is not recommended, but 
if you have no other choice, an approved dust mask or 
respirator should be worn.

Installation tips

Fiber cement siding is much heavier than exterior veneers 
such as vinyl or wood. While you may be able to carry a 12-
foot length of either of those sidings without any problem, 
lifting longer pieces of fiber cement can require two people -- 
especially when working on a ladder. A few other fiber cement 
installation tips include these:

•	 Always carry fiber cement boards in the vertical position. 
They may crack when carried horizontally.

•	 Protect your fiber cement siding from the weather prior to  
installation. Never install wet material.

•	 Cut fiber cement with the finished surface facing down to  
avoid chipping.

•	 Touch up the ends of cut boards with a latex primer or 
paint prior to installing.

•	 Leave a gap of about 1/8 inch between fiber cement 
boards, and trim around windows and doors.

If your fiber cement has a factory-applied finish with a 
protective film, it can be a good idea to leave it in place until 
the panel is fastened to your home.
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Installing clapboard-style fiber cement

The best method for fastening fiber cement to your home is 
with a pneumatic siding nailer, but the material can also be 
hand-nailed. When hand nailing, you may need to drill pilot 
holes first, due to the density of the material. Fiber cement can 
be face- or blind-nailed, depending on the size of the planks 
and your local building code. Blind nailing is more cosmetically 
pleasing, but face nailing fastens the siding to your home more 
securely. When installing the siding, keep these tips in mind:

1. Make a mark one inch above the lowest part of your   
sheathing. Hold your chalk line on this mark, and using 
the  line level, chalk a line across the bottom of the wall to 
receive siding.

2. Install a starter strip at your marked line. The strip can be 
constructed of fiber cement, PVC, or another material  
approved by the siding manufacturer. The strip should be 
at least 2-inches wide and about 1/4-inch thick.

3. Cut the first fiber cement panel to length and place it over 
the starter strip so that the bottom of the panel extends 
about 1/4 inch beyond the bottom of the strip.

4. Use your level to align the panel, and then fasten it 
to your home. Fiber cement should be nailed at a 
maximum of 24 inches on center and fastened into 
structural framing members. When blind nailing, keep 
fasteners within 1-1/4 inch of the top of the panel.

5. Install the second board with a 1 1/4-inch overlap of the 
previous panel.

6. Continue up the wall with the remaining panels using 
your level on a regular basis to check alignment.

When panel splicing is required due to wall length, stagger 
your joints as much as possible. All joints should meet over 
a structural framing member, and while spliced joints should 
be tight, remember to allow a 1/8-inch gap where any 
siding meets trim.
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